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Attention All Read-
The Arizona Chapter has a prosthetics 

Lending closet. For a small donation 

you can acquire a power wheelchair, a manual 

wheelchair, shower equipment,  

aluminum walkers, canes, crutches. We also have 

Hoyer Lifts (manual & electric) 

Do not hesitate to call the Chapter office 

if you are in need of any type of 

equipment. We may have just what you 
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 Notes from our NSO Michael Wilson 

              Beneficiary Travel and Medication Co-Payments 

 

Did you know that veterans could be exempt from medication co-payment requirements and eligible 

for beneficiary travel benefits if their household income is at or below the maximum pension rate? 

What does this mean for you? 

 

You may be exempt from medication co-payment requirements and be eligible for beneficiary travel benefits if your      

household income is at or below the Means Test and Geographic-Based Test Thresholds. VHA defines below the 

means test threshold as “those veterans whose attributable income and net worth are such that they are unable to defray 

the expenses of care; therefore, they are not subject to co-payment charges for hospital and outpatient medical services.” 

All income that comes into the household is counted towards this figure. Example, if your total monthly income is $1250 

including social security and your spouse gets $1000 per month social security ($1,250 + $1,000 = $2,250), your annual 

household income would total $27,000. This would be below the Means Test Threshold of $45,100 for a veteran with one 

dependent in         Maricopa County.  

Priority Group 4 (Catastrophically Disabled Veterans) is exempt from the following copayments: inpatient/outpatient care, 

and outpatient medication. Co-pay is applicable for extended care services. Note: no extended care copays if income is   

below the pension single rate threshold. If bowel and bladder care is provided by a family member or others trained and 

paid by the VA through Fee Basis, the      veteran will be exempt from co-pays, and does not have to meet the Means Test       

requirements.  

The maximum annual pension rate with Aid and Attendance (A&A) or Housebound (HB) will be used to determine          

exemption from medication co-payment requirements and eligibility for beneficiary travel benefits. Certain medical       

conditions which require a special mode of transportation must be pre-authorized.  Advance authorization is not re-

quired in an emergency if a delay would be hazardous to your life or health.  

If you are being charged medication co-pays and feel you should be exempt, please call the PVA NSO office for assistance 

in determining whether you should be exempt.  

You are eligible for travel at VA expense if: 

     

     (a) Your service-connected disabilities are rated 30 percent or more 

     (b) Traveling for treatment of a service connected condition  

     (c) You receive a VA pension.  

     (d) Traveling for scheduled compensation or pension examinations  

     (e) Your income does not exceed the maximum annual VA pension rate 

Travel deductible: There is a deductible of $18.00 per month for beneficiary travel or $3.00 per one-way trip. Deductible 

may be waived if it causes the veteran severe financial hardship; such as in receipt of pension. 

Deductible does not apply for the following: 

Travel by special mode of transportation 

Travel for scheduled C&P examination 

Travel is by an attendant 

 

Veterans must apply for payment within 30 calendar days after travel, this does not include special mode of         

transportation.  
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Paralyzed Veterans of America Recognizes 30th Anniversary of Air Carrier 

Access Act 

 

WASHINGTON, DC—Paralyzed Veterans of America (Paralyzed Veterans) is recognizing 

the 30thAnniversary of the Air Carrier Access Act (ACAA). The law signed by President Ronald Reagan to 

prohibit   discrimination for individuals with disabilities while traveling by air marks its 30thanniversary on 

October 2.      Paralyzed Veterans was instrumental in lobbying for and helping craft the law to help people 

with disabilities have equal access to fly on airplanes.  

 

“We are proud to have played an integral part in the passage of this important law 30 years ago, but there 

is still work to be done,” said Sherman Gillums, Jr., executive director of Paralyzed Veterans. “Despite the 

progress that’s been made over the years, airline passengers with disabilities continue to encounter 

significant difficulties in air travel. Paralyzed Veterans will continue to advocate for these individuals until 

full, equal access during air travel is the norm.” 

Recent victories championed by Paralyzed Veterans of America include the inclusion of two provisions 

that address a narrow scope of challenges faced by persons with disabilities in air travel. The Federal 

Aviation Administration Extension, Safety and Security Act of 2016 (Public Law 114-190) requires the 

Government Accountability Office to submit a report to Congress outlining each air carrier’s training 

policy for personnel and contractors  regarding assistance for passengers with disabilities. The FAA 

extension also requires the Department of         Transportation (DOT) to develop and disseminate best 

practices for air carriers to improve disability assistance training programs, and issue proposed 

regulations on including accessible lavatories on single-aisle aircraft, seating accommodations for 

persons with disabilities and definitions of the types of service animals that may   accompany passengers 

with disabilities on board a flight. 

In Spring 2017, the Department of Transportation also outlined plans to create a negotiated rulemaking 

committee consisting of disability advocacy organizations like Paralyzed Veterans, as well as airlines and 

aircraft            manufacturers. The Accessible Air Transportation Advisory Committee, or ACCESS, is 

currently working to     develop proposed amendments to DOT’s disability regulations on accessible in-

flight entertainment and         communications, accessible lavatories on single-aisle aircraft, and amending 

the definition of service animals. 

“Moving forward, education is also a key component to fully recognizing and promoting protections for air      

travelers with disabilities,” said Heather Ansley, associate general counsel for corporate and government         

relations for Paralyzed Veterans of America. “Many passengers with disabilities, for example, are not 

aware that the ACAA is separate from the 1990 Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA), and therefore may 

be less effective in advocating for needed changes in air travel access. We’re are working to educate 

people with disabilities so they can be their own best advocates.” 

Paralyzed Veterans continues to collect stories of travel experiences from individuals with disabilities, 

both     positive and negative, through a website the organization launched at airaccess30.org. These 

stories will help Paralyzed Veterans continue to advocate for improved access in air travel. 

https://www.congress.gov/bill/114th-congress/house-bill/636/text
https://www.congress.gov/bill/114th-congress/house-bill/636/text
http://www.airaccess30.org/
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They're owed a salute. 

  

And, now it's easier than ever to share one. Through the Paralyzed Veterans of America's 

G.I.V.E. Clothing Donation program, service never goes out of style. By dropping off your 

used goods in one of our donation drop boxes or by scheduling a pickup - you're saluting 

the people who've sacrificed so much in service to this great nation. Your donation is tax 

deductible and pickup is FREE.  

 

To schedule a residential pickup, please contact the number listed above for Paralyzed  

Veterans of America’s G.I.V.E Clothing Donation program. We are aggressively expanding 

this  

 

program, so please continue to check back with us for future listings. 

*Sorry we are unable to accept large items such as upholstered furniture, mattresses, box 

springs and console TVs. 

 -Clothing 

 -CDs 

 -Shoes, hats, belts 

 -Ceramics 

 -Drapes 

 -Books 

 -Bedding 

 -Housewares 

Arizona 

Phoenix: 623-915-6287  
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Paralyzed Veterans of America Applauds Rule Requiring U.S. 

Airlines to Report Wheelchair and Scooter Transport and 

Damage 

 

 

 

 

Department of Transportation's final rule may relieve some air travel challenges for passengers 

with disabilities.  

 

Paralyzed Veterans of America (Paralyzed Veterans) applauds the Department of Transportation’s 

(DOT) final rule requiring large domestic airlines to track and report information about wheelchairs 

and scooters that will allow passengers with disabilities to make informed decisions about air 

travel. 

Beginning with flights taking place on or after January 1, 2018, these airlines will be required to 

provide to DOT on a monthly basis, the total number of wheelchairs and scooters that are placed 

in aircrafts’ cargo compartments. Airlines will also need to report how many of those wheelchairs 

and scooters were “mishandled.” DOT considers a wheelchair or scooter to have been mishandled 

if lost, delayed, damaged, or pilfered. 

“Damage to wheelchairs is a top concern for our members,” said Al Kovach, Jr., national president 

of Paralyzed Veterans. “We hope that these metrics will provide data that will reveal specific areas 

in which training may be needed to reduce damage and fulfill the requirements and spirit of the Air 

Carrier Access Act (ACAA).” 

Paralyzed Veterans submitted comments in response to DOT’s proposed rule in 2011. While 

supporting the proposed rule, Paralyzed Veterans noted that such information would provide the 

evidence needed to show a pattern or practice of mishandled wheelchairs and scooters, which 

could lead to enforcement through civil fines under the ACAA. Although not included in the final 

rule, Paralyzed Veterans also supported extending it to include other types of mobility devices and 

to   cover devices stowed in the cabin. 

In January, Paralyzed Veterans launched a website in honor of the 30thanniversary of the ACAA, 

where individuals with disabilities can share their air travel experiences, both positive and 

negative. These stories will help Paralyzed Veterans continue to advocate for improved access in 

air travel. The website can found at airaccess30.org. 

http://www.airaccess30.org/
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Paralyzed Veterans of America Weighs in on Repayment of          

California National Guard Re-enlistment Bonuses 

  

In response to the news that the Pentagon is seeking repayment of re-enlistment bonuses 

equaling millions of dollars from nearly 10,000 current or former soldiers in the California      

National Guard, now saying they weren’t eligible for these bonuses, Paralyzed Veterans of 

America has issued the following statement from its Executive Director, Sherman Gillums, Jr.: 

“These dedicated soldiers acted in good faith and upheld their part of the bargain, many at risk 

of life and limb. They should not have to pay for someone else’s mistake. The fact that they are 

now being burdened with repayment of re-enlistment bonuses is tantamount to our government 

reneging on the deal after these men and women did what was asked of them, which is      

completely unacceptable. 

 Paralyzed Veterans stands by these soldiers and urges the Department of Defense to consider 

any 'debt' owed part of the cost of preserving freedom and waive repayment of these bonuses.” 
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Co-Presented by the Department of Veterans Affairs and the Paralyzed Veterans of America, the National Veterans Wheelchair Games 

(NVWG) is a rehabilitation and wheelchair sports program empowering Veterans with spinal cord injuries, multiple sclerosis, amputations 

and other neurological injuries to live more active and healthy lives through wheelchair sports and recreation. 

Each summer, Veterans from across the United States, including a team from Great Britain, travel to a new community hosting the NVWG. 

During the week, Veterans compete in 18 wheelchair sports events while providing encouragement and mentoring for new Veterans.   

Veterans at the Games truly educate newly disabled Veterans on what is possible and those witnessing the events realize that limitations 

are only state of mind. 

Who Can Participate? 

Any Veteran with a Spinal Cord Injury, Multiple Sclerosis, Amputation or other neurological injury that uses wheelchair for sport, and, must 

be eligible for care in the VA. 

Paralyzed Veterans of America/Department of Veterans Affairs Partnership 

Since 1985, Paralyzed Veterans of America and the Department of Veterans Affairs have joined forces to work collaboratively to organize 

and execute the NVWG. This partnership enables the strengths of both organizations to come together to make the NVWG one of the   

largest annual wheelchair sports programs and truly a world class event! 

Taking the partnership to the next level… This is not just a one week experience… VA Rehabilitation Programs and Paralyzed Ve terans of 

America chapters across the country work to empower Veterans to be more active and healthy in their daily lives by getting them involved 

in sports and recreation programs highlighting fitness, social networking, and community involvement. Sports and recreation reinforce 

critical values necessary for health while combating the risk of isolation, depression, and other factors associated with health. That is 

what the Games are about! 

https://smile.amazon.com/gp/r.html?C=1SJXHP25UUQDB&R=QMZOP9DQ4L2C&T=C&U=http%3A%2F%2Fsmile.amazon.com%2Fch%2F23-7174779&A=NMXAEV7UWITCBRFFKXRTCNVOPM4A&H=DDA2AFYXFAVNPVWOZINCM0YRGWEA
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Tucson wheelchair basketball team gives trap shoot a go during annual 

Paralyzed Veterans of America shooting event 

 

  

 A group of wheelchair basketball players from the Tucson Lobos traded in their basketballs for shotguns for a day, as they par-

ticipated in the Paralyzed Veterans of America (PVA) trap shoot in Tucson, Ariz., Oct. 29. 

 

 The annual event hosted by the PVA Arizona Chapter consisted of 100 targets each in singles, doubles and handicap          

competitions, with a pistol competition held the previous day. More than 40 able-bodied and disabled shooters, including a small contin-

gent from the University of Arizona Shotgun Team, competed in the tournament at the Tucson Trap & Skeet Club. 

 

 The PVA Arizona Chapter invited the wheelchair basketball players out to the range to introduce them to shotgun sports and 

“see what they can do,” said Peter Quinn, PVA Arizona Chapter executive director. 

 

 While two people in the Tucson Lobos group were veterans, all were novices at clay target sports. The players received safety 

instructions and loaner guns before heading out to take their first shots. Everyone seemed a bit nervous at first, but there were several 

experienced shooters on hand to give the players tips, including former Tucson Mayor Bob Walkup. Each player shot one round of 25 

targets. Herman Ortega, a Tucson native and member of the Tucson Lobos for five years, said the trap shoot was a stress reliever and 

he’d definitely try it again. 

 

 I thought it was going to be a lot more powerful, it wasn’t what I expected, it was fun though,” Ortega said. Arthur Parson, a U.S. 

Army veteran and coach of the Tucson Lobos, said it was “just a blast.” “[I was] not so good at first, it’s kind of a rhythmic thing, you kinda 

got to get loosened up and relaxed, and once I got relaxed I think I did better,” Parson said.  Parson is a regular participant at the National 

Veterans Wheelchair Games and said he usually shoots air rifle and air pistol. He enjoyed the trap shoot because it was less stressful 

and being outdoors with his regular teammates made the ambiance more relaxing. 

 

“It’s good for their camaraderie, and some of the techniques for being successful as a shooter is relative to basketball, you know, you 

lead in basketball for a pass, and the same thing, you kind of lead when you’re target shooting, it’s pretty much the same concept,” Par-

son said. 

 

 Although Parson had fun, he won’t be trading in his basketball for a shotgun on a permanent basis anytime soon. “Basketball is 

a little more user friendly, you can go out to a court anywhere, you just can’t shoot anywhere,” Parson said. “I think right now [in       

wheelchair basketball] we’re on the verge of making history. I’m 63 years old and I’m still playing wheelchair basketball, and I still play 

because I love the game and I would like to see the game have more recognition.” 

 

 The PVA Shooting Sports program has been in existence since the 1980s. The program has a circuit of 13 shoots across the 

country, with 12 at the chapter level and one national shoot that typically takes place each June. 

For more information about the PVA Shooting Sports program, visit PVA Shooting Sports. 

 

http://www.pva.org/site/c.ajIRK9NJLcJ2E/b.6305941/k.9CF4/Shooting_Sports.htm
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Trapshooting October 2016 
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"I am related to everyone." 

 

RESTORE 

The individual or family unit through complete wrap around services and support. 

RENEW 

A sense of hope, balance, and purpose through a customized therapeutic plan 

utilizing holistic and conventional modalities on the farm. 

GROW 

Physical, mental, and emotional well-being through hands on experiences that nurture 

social skills, problem solving, and independence; maximizing potential and a sense of belonging and com-

munity. 

For more information on this program, 

please contact :  

Erika Green at  

480-393-0870 or  
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Paralyzed Veterans of America is making it easier than ever to give back through Wheels Helping Warriors, a vehicle   

donation program that raises funds to help provide veterans access to free  

employment counseling, benefits assistance, advocacy, adaptive sports and recreation programs, and much more.  

Every vehicle has value. Regardless of the condition, your donated vehicle will sell at auction and  

proceeds will fund a lifetime of support for seriously injured veterans and their families. Paralyzed  

Veterans of America’s Wheels Helping Warriors vehicle donation program will gratefully accept the following vehicles: 

 

 

 

 

 

It’s simple to give: Be sure you have vehicle title, fill out the online form below or call a Paralyzed  

Veterans Wheels Helping Warriors vehicle donation representative at 1-866-841-2023 to schedule a FREE pickup. The  

average pickup time is 24-48 hours from the time of your request. Even if your  

vehicle doesn’t run, we will accept your donation. You may even earn a tax break too!  

Once your vehicle has been sold, we’ll send you a receipt for your tax records and the sale of the  

 Airplanes 

 Motorcycles 

 Boats 

 RVs/campers 

 Cars 

 Semi-tractors 
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MEMBERSHIP REPORT from  

   The Arizona Chapter 

 

  

 The Arizona Chapter voting membership stands at 491 as of November 8th 2016. 

National and AZPVA records show our voting membership as:   

 

                                        259- Service Connected  232- Non-Service Connected   

 

 

The Arizona Chapter encourages each of our members to contact the Chapter and let us know how you are doing, and 

if we can help you in any way.  If you know of any of our members who have passed away, or if you have an address/

phone change, please contact the Chapter as soon as possible. Also, if you would like to receive the Desert Oracle 

Newsletter by e-mail, please call or e-mail the office with your e-mail address. 

 

November 2016 
Sun Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat 

  1 2 3 4 5 

6 7 8 9 10 Veterans 

Day 

 

12 

13 14 15 16 17 18 19 

20 21 22 23 Thanks 

Giving 

25 26 

27 28 29 30    
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Please have someone contact our  

Chapter office in the event of a member’s 

death so that we can  

inform other member’s who might wish to pay 

their respects to the  

departed. 

Ormiston, Robert B 

Lowes, George L.   

Deceased Members November 2016 

 

 

November 2016 

 

David Beauchamp  

Arthur T. Knell  

William J. Cutler  

Kathleen Livingston  

Anthony J. Rodriguez  

Ronald E. Dailey  

Lonzo J. Copenhaver  

William H. Kahler  

Timothy J. Tomaszews 

Michael B. Miller, Jr.  

Roy D. Stockton  

Mark W. Peterson  

Ronald W. Warren  

Wayne Sampson  

Arlon W. Vincent  

Alan J. Williams  

James J. Naughton  

Dane J. Roth              

Clinton L. Hoback  

Richard J. Tinkler  

Ronald B. Anderson 

Janis K. McCammon 

Mark H. Hamling  

William D. Stokes  

Jerome K. Kowalski 

Melanie R. Neva  

Leo B. Gamez  

John A. Tuzzolino  

Terry L. Ingle  

Deborah J.nderson 

Daniel D. Kehrberg 
  
Mary A. Ervin 
  
Edward Ramirez  
 
Vicente N. Yurtola  
 
Vicky L. Buselli  
 
Doug Reed            
 
Richard T. Coulson  
 
David O. Gollner  
 
Michael I. Cowden  
 
Jeffrey A. Turner  
 
Jack E. Schroder  
 

  
 

December 2016 

 

Teresa G. Morales  

Jerry F. Dyer                

Adrian R. Patterson  

William L. Mooney  

Billie S. Guthrie  

George R. Skoblin  

Thomas C. Beaumont  

Richard J. Kelly  

William J. Bartscherer  

Ryan L. Levitan  

Anthony D. Mangine  

Gary S. Moe                

Thomas A. Lopeman  

Todd P. Carter  

Lloyd Dalbeck               

Mark A. Wilson  

 

December 2016 

 

Antonia B. Broten  

Antonia B. Broter  

Alfred W. Harper  

Philip A. Hansen  

Fred D. Gartin  

Dennis A. Olp  

Theresa L. Cuevas  

Kenneth Taylor  

Jesus G. Rangel Carpio 

Randy B. Donayre  

Christopher J. Verdi  

Wesley G. Hyde  

Joseph J. Curtin  

Stephen N. Vass, Sr.  

James R. McCammon  


